
 

 

Category: Outstanding In-House Public Relations Team 

Company: Confused.com 

 

 
Number of staff employed - including executive / support staff - and annual 
public relations budget, showing areas directly under the control of the in 
house team: 
Staff: Head of PR, PR Manager & PR Executive 
Budget: £445,000 
 

Business objectives and analysis of performance against budget over the past 
three years: 
In 2014, we replaced a PR manager, consultant and PR agency with a three-member in 
house team and successfully absorbed the majority of operations in-house. Prior to this, 
Confused.com was spending £700,000 in agency and consultancy fees alone. We cut the 
budget by over two thirds, to £220,000 while maintaining coverage levels and campaign 
success. 
 
In July 2016, Confused.com had a major change in direction and re-branded to focus solely 
on motor product comparison – so the PR team had to develop an entirely new strategy: 
 

 Re-position Confused.com from ‘leading comparison website’ to a brand which 
‘champions drivers’ and ‘driver savings’. 

 ‘Crack’ broadcast to make Confused.com famous as a consumer/driver champion. 

 Exceed coverage KPIs following the new strategy and demonstrate success over 
competitors. 

To achieve these objectives the Confused.com PR team made a case for its budget to be 
doubled, which was still a third less than prior to the team’s formation. In 10 months since 
the new strategy, we have achieved the following: 

 Re-positioned Confused.com across coverage with 87% landing ‘motor savings 
experts’, ‘motor champion’ and/or ‘motor expert’ as key messages compared to 84% 
‘leading comparison website’ and 16% ‘first to market’ prior to new strategy 
(independent Gorkana key message monitoring). 56% of people now say 
‘Confused.com is a brand which can save me money’ (April 2017, independent brand 
tracker research). 

 Increased broadcast opportunities by 78%, from 153 (10 months prior to the new 
strategy, September 2015 - June 2016) to 272 (10 months following the new 
strategy, July 2016 - May 2017). 

 Increased share of voice against competitors to over half (52%) compared to 45% 
prior to the new strategy. Top of mind awareness of Confused.com has also 
overtaken Money Supermarket and reached a new high of 11.4%, which is almost 
double that of March 2015 (6.4%). 



 Coverage up 44% since new strategy, resulting in 1,597 pieces and seven times 
higher than competitors’ average of 22+ proactive coverage per month (independent 
Gorkana monitoring). 

 0.6p spent for every 1,000 people reached (a formula made up of opportunities to 
see and investment) – a 36% increase in cost-effectiveness since the new strategy. 

 

A brief overview of business / team strategy: 
Using our panel of 10,000 drivers we identified ‘top driver concerns’, including motoring 
costs, such as fuel (53%) and car insurance (49%), and day-to-day issues, such as other 
motorists (67%) and congestion (63%). We identified two core themes: ‘car savings’ and 
‘championing drivers’. All campaigns would focus on one or both of these themes to land our 
key messages and position Confused.com as ‘motor experts’, ‘motor champions’ and ‘motor 
savings experts’. 
 
The team produced two pro-active campaigns a month linked to these core themes and 
linking to our motor comparison products wherever possible. Other campaigns positioned 
Confused.com as an expert on driver laws, such as child car seats and new car taxation 
bands. We also planned 2-3 comment opportunities a month based around key dates (e.g. 
bank holiday traffic, new car registrations). 
 
Due to our Cardiff location, the team recognised the cost and time constraints when trying to 
secure broadcast interviews, so we hired a London-based broadcast agency for support, 
which has increased opportunities and reduced costs. We also appointed a ‘motoring editor’, 
Amanda Stretton, to be available 24/7 to represent Confused.com. As a former racing driver, 
we were confident she would appeal to broadcasters as an expert on issues affecting 
motorists. 
 
We utilise FOI data as a cost-effective means of research, and work closely with our creative 
teams to produce assets for campaigns (e.g. videos, infographics) to keep costs in-house 
wherever we can. 
 
As a benchmark for success we set coverage KPIs at 27% higher than monthly competitor 
coverage levels (Target 28 vs 22 competitor average. This equated to 2-3 tier 1, 10+ tier 2, 
15 tier 3 pieces of coverage per campaign, measured independently by Gorkana). This 
meant monitoring other comparison websites as well as AA and RAC, which are already 
considered reputable ‘motor experts’. 
 

A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 
 Staff attend regular CIPR and PRCA training 

 Two team members are on the CIPR and PRCA committees 

 One accredited CIPR practitioner 

 Three team members are members of the CIPR and PRCA. 
 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements, including client list growth / 
retention: 

 TV interviews almost tripled to 55 (10 months following new strategy) from 20 (10 
months prior to new strategy). Radio interviews up 63% from 217 (10 months 
following new strategy) from 133 (10 months prior to new strategy). 

 Amanda Stretton has been proactively called upon 13 times by Sky News and twice 
by BBC Breakfast to comment, proving she has gained a reputation as a credible 
expert. 



 Child car seats campaign had 3 x more coverage (176 pieces) than the best 
performing campaign prior to the new strategy. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 
the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 
Our Middle Lane Hogging campaign was a turning point affirming Confused.com as an 
authority on motoring by educating drivers on driving law and safety. Three years since 
becoming a careless driving offence, we wanted to see how MLH was being policed. 
‘Careless driving’ penalties will increase insurance premiums. By raising awareness of this, 
Confused.com can help people save money on their car insurance - a key objective for the 
business. 
 
We retrieved FOI data from 45 UK police forces to find how many drivers have committed 
the offence and conducted a nationally representative survey of 2,000 drivers revealing MLH 
behaviour and perceptions. This provided the basis for the story. 
 
We created a Traffic Cops-style film with Thames Valley Police and Amanda Stretton to 
provide content for TV, online media outlets and cuts for social media. 
 
The budget of £36,680 resulted in 71 pieces of coverage with a reach of 33,059,668. This 
exceeded KPIs with 2.5 times the set coverage targets and equated to 1p spent for every 
1,000 people reached (a formula made up of total opportunities to see and investment). 
 
The film had 4.9million Facebook views which is 5 x more than Confused.com’s second best 
performing video, plus 44.6k shares, 9.9k interactions and 3.6k comments. 
 


